
Introduction

his project is collaboration between HFAW, MAFUTO and IFAW. 
HFAW focuses on economic empowerment of women and Tincreasing women's awareness of their human rights, encouraging 

them to engage in the restructuring of their own communities –ultimately 
creating stronger and self-sustaining communities.  MAFUTO strives for 
economic development of its participants, improving their standard of 
living as well as impacting on the environment and ultimately saving our 
fragile wildlife. IFAW seeks to improve the welfare of the wild and 
domestic animals by reducing exploitation, protecting them, and assisting 
animals in distress.

During the year 2013 HFAW with IFAWgrant set out the goal to assist the 
MAFUTO women to achieve economic empowerment, improve standards 
of living and increase sustenance of the environment and wildlife around 
the Amboseli Park where the MAFUTO participants live. To achieve this 
goal HFAW had two objectives namely providing tailoring skills which 
would lead to employment for the women to seamstress backpacks as well 
as provision of educational seminars aimed at increasing the community's 
capacity to sustain the environment and become aware of their women's 
rights. This report documents our accomplishments to date, financial 
expenditures, challenges and next steps.
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Accomplishments

1.Needs Assessment -After overcoming challenges of reaching MAFUTO due to a long distance of unpalatable road and its 
location that is a secured site being a National park HFAW was able to launch its seam-stressing project with 23 women 

thon May 9 . On this occasion HFAW was able to explore the 
women's priorities.  It is HFAW's principle to always explore 
women's priorities and allow them to take lead of their 
project rather than dictate what needs to be done.  It 
quickly became apparent that an economic empowering 
project is most welcome. All the women and men in the 
group want to learn the skill of tailoring. All participants 
are interested in the educational forums on reproductive 
health, gender based violence, FGM, economic 
empowerment, sustenance of environment and safety of 
their wild and domestic animals after hearing what each is 
all about. The men in the group were welcome into the 
project. They expressed their support to their women.
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2. Trained the Trainer

Our next step was to begin to train the women in tailoring skills. 
After extensive consultation with the women and their leaders it 
occurred to HFAW that a much longer period than the 7 budged 
days with a professional tailor at Amboseli was needed to be able to 
successfully train the women. It appeared to be cost effective and 
strategically practical to bring two women who are tailor skilled to 
Nairobi to thoroughly learn how to seamstress the Maasai bag and 
then bring the skills home to the women. They will then come back 
to the community and spend as many days as possible to impart the 
skill to the women to allow them to learn at their pace. With 
consent from IFAW Director. James Isiche, HFAW reviewed the first 
strategy and trained two women who were recommended as best in 
tailoring. They traveled to Ongata Rongai, Nairobi and were trained 
to polish their tailoring skills .This strategy appeared to be more 
effective instead of taking the tailor to the women for only a brief period of time.

3. Purchased and delivered tailoring machines to MAFUTO 
women

Under daily supervision of HFAW staff, the trainees completed 
their course and were issued with certificate of completion. 
The trained women went home with the new machines bought 

th
for the training. By June 20  HFAW purchased and delivered 4 
machines to the Amboseli site. With additional funding from 
IFAW 10 additional machines were delivered twice; during 
August and September of 2013. Other training tools such as 
threads, practice materials, scissors and oils were also 
purchased and delivered on this date. Accompanying HFAW 

staff during delivery day was the expert tailor, Charles Mutisya, to help set the machines and did a demonstration of 
maintenance.  It is important to note that HFAW invited IFAW's representatives notably E. Makala to grace the machine 
delivery occasion. HFAW welcomed Bernard Tulito who delivered the training about the wildlife conservation.

4. Empowering the MAFUTO women

Perhaps our biggest achievement is the fact that 11 MAFUTO 
women have acquired tailoring skills and have produced tangible 
Maasai bags.  This is a huge success considering that 100% women 
are illiterate and cannot speak in English and Kiswahili. The rest of 
the women have acquired skills that need further polishing. 
MAFUTO women are noticeably pleased with their performance and 
have self-drive to overcome the challenges. They expressed their 
desire to work toward diversification of their skills to seamstress 
items that will be immediately useable in the community. The 
women's interest in hearing about wildlife is heightened by their 
realization that tourists who will provide market for their products 
can only visit the area if the wildlife thrives. HFAW is interested in 
continued support for their goals.
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5. Provided workshops

HFAW had planned to deliver seminars in conjunction with 
empowering women with tailoring skills. These workshops expected 
to inform the women on their human rights in relation to the topics of 
female genital mutilation, gender based violence, reproductive health, 
environment and wildlife sustenance to be covered by an IFAW staff. 
HFAW managed to provide seminar on gender based violence and 
wildlife conservation and only gave overview of FGM and reproductive 
health.   The IFAW workshop was led by  B.Tulito  who explained to the 
community the importance of embracing conservation as it can only 
be beneficial to them.

CHALLENGES
HFAW staff and the MAFUTO women experienced major challenges in this collaborative initiative. 

·Logistical challenges- Our train the trainer plan was accomplished 
on time. As we now delivered tailoring machines and forged to 
begin the MAFUTO ground training we experienced new and 
unexpected problems.  Only then did the grassroots leaders 
inform us that the two women we trained were not from their 
village but from neighboring town and that for them to avail 
themselves to train MAFUTO members we needed to compensate 
them a huge salary and bodaboda commuter allowance. 
Considering HFAW's low budget we were unable to meet this 
request. HFAW sought the services of a Mafuto-based  clergy, 
Ibrahim Buli, who was willing to offer his tailoring skills to the 
women on condition that HFAW provided his bodaboda transport 
allowance to the site. The training began but suffered another 
setback when Buli got transferred from the area.  We then 
resorted to paying the professional tailor from Nairobi to come to 
the grassroots (Mafuto ground) and conduct the training himself. HFAW owes him all the success obtained so far 

with the women's tailoring skills.

· Late machine delivery- Even though HFAW received the IFAW 
grant in June and planned to deliver machines in August we could 
not accomplish full delivery due to lack of machines in the market. 
HFAW was compelled to deliver additional machines in September.

· Delays in observing timelines-We have had many challenges 
meeting the timelines of this initiative. We were expected to deliver 
bags in October 2013 to the Pencil Promise but could not comply 
due to the many setbacks mentioned above. In addition, the 
illiteracy level of all women and language barriers left us with no 

option but make through extremely slow pace. We suffered another blow that the Pencil Promise could not 
accommodate the slow pace and did not respond to HFAW's request to deliver some of the bags that MAFUTO 
women completed. HFAW began to find alternative way of finding market for these bags and luckily found some 
interest in Chile, South America where HFAW staff visited in January, 2014 for another initiative. We are working 
hard to find alternative markets for the women's products. That the Maasai bag sold easily in Chile inspires us to 
forge forward as we now know that the women will find market anywhere in the world. The funds obtained were 
used to acquire supplies for the women to continue seam-stressing.
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·Lacks of sheltered building for training- MAFUTO women 
do not have a workshop space for their training 
adventures. We have to deal with a very small building 
which is impossible to use during rainy season as it leaks. 
Most times women have to sit in an open air ground to 
train. These women need a building that could work as a 
village community center for not only such trainings but 
also seminars and other activities such as childcare 
ground, computer training ground so they can be able to 
learn how to sell their products in the global market as 
well. We consulted maasai men who are willing to 
support women in HFAW project.

·Long unpalatable roads and language barriers-HFAW staff 
encountered numerous transport barriers like when we 
have to drive on very unfriendly roads to get to the women. We have withstood long waiting periods at entry 
point to the Amboseli Park as it is a restricted location. Staff has driven very late to Nairobi due to lack of 
accommodation costs and this literary puts our lives in danger.  Some HFAW who came on board to support the 
project ended up resigning when they could not withstand the challenges of our work where we have to ask 
people to volunteer due to lack of salaries. In addition, staff have found ourselves with men interpreters in a place 
where practically all women are illiterate.  All these are challenges that HFAW is determined to overcome.

NEXT STEPS
HFAW has been working on a strategy to minimize challenges, speed up the project and multiply outcomes. 

·For language barriers we have planned to secure 
trainings of university students interested in our 
work who speak Maasai to team up with us to 
help deliver the workshops. This will be more 
effective than working with Maasai men as 
interpreters. Both human rights and conservation 
seminars are key to the success of our projects 
and so it is vital that we address this effectively.

·To avoid wasting time at entry points to the park 
we have arranged with the wildlife guide 
supervisor to write a letter of permitting us entry. 

·To minimize tailoring challenges we are planning 
to work with more polished women to support 
the very slow ones. We however still need a 

professional tailor to continue helping the women to improve and diversify their skills.

·We are planning a process of finding local market for the products. We will also try online sales for the products 
so that women can find gainful employment in this project.

·We have requested the local leaders to provide space to construct a center for the community. This center will 
serve as a training ground for women besides holding seminars and a host of many other activities. HFAW is 
working to find funding for this center.
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HOW IFAW CAN HELP

HFAW is indebted to IFAW for the support we have received so 
far to support Amboseli project. We are again requesting for 
further assistance to continue nurturing the Amboseli tailoring 
and educational project. We need funds to help us conduct the 
workshops both on women's rights and wildlife conservation 
and build a vibrant community training center. Educating 
women and economically empowering them is an ongoing 
process. We have built a good foundation needed for deeper 
grounding of the next phase.

CONCLUSION

MAFUTO project was launched with a great vision. We 
have encountered many challenges which could have 
discouraged any major organization from moving 
forward, but along the way have made progress. Every 
one of these challenges has provided many learning 
opportunities and rather than get discouraged our 
resolve has been strengthened and our vision is much 
clearer.  HFAW has more passion to continue 
supporting these women for we have seen a 
dramatically raised self-esteem in them and a much 
more determined brand of women than we could ever 
have imagined. 
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